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MARIANNE HAS NO COLOR OR RACE SAID MANUEL VALLS FRENCH PRIME
MINISTER
RESPONDING TO NADINE MORANO CONTROVERSY

Paris, Washington DC, 02.10.2015, 17:33 Time

USPA NEWS - French PM Manuel Valls, defended the French values during the "Questions to the Government" session (At the
House of deputies), responding to Nadine Morano (The French MEP, Member of The Republicans of the French Right) saying “
Marianne has no colour or race“�. 

NADINE MORANO FRENCH MEP CREATED A BIG CONTROVERSY IN FRANCE WITH RACIST SENTENCE-------
The French MEP (Member of The Republicans of the French Right) has indeed pronounced the last week end, racist argument that
"France is a Caucasian country with the foreigners who come to live there ". She meant the "White People" (Caucasian Race) citing
"The white race" are the genuine French citizens versus the foreigners with any other colour but white. In responding to the presenter
Laurent Ruquier shocks by this racist game, ask him to clarify that is a Caucasian? She looks at the presenter and designated him by
answering " like you and me." The controversy has intensified at a time on social networks and media, following this misspoke, and
causes anger of French citizens, who are not "white" depending on the color's citizenship conceived by Nadine Morano. The
spokesperson of the Republicans, has meanwhile explained to him that these words belong to the MEP and does not bind her to the
party of Republicans. See also previous article for the context : FRANCE IS A COUNTRY OF WHITE RACE SAID MEP NADINE
MORANO CREATED A CONTROVERSY
BECOMES THE MOST REJECTED DEPUTY - See more at: http://www.uspa24.com/bericht-5591/france-is-a-country-of-white-race-
said-mep-nadine-morano-created-a-controversy.html#sthash.igOGF6UR.dpuf--------------------------------------------
During the session of questions to the government, Ericka Bareigts, , has long been applauded by other members. Ericka Bareigts, the
socialist deputy of the Reunion Island (French Island of the Territories Overseas), responded to Nadine Morano and deputies present
at the National Assembly and defined herself as a "Black MP of the Republic "This France described by Ms. Morano is not mine." said
Ericka Bareigts who has long been applauded by members of the majority and the opposition and a standing ovation. Prime Minister
Manuel Valls then answered her, saying "Marianne has no race, no colour."

MARIANNE HAS NO RACE AND HAS NO COLOR SAID FRENCH PM MANUEL VALLS RESPONDING TO NADINE MORANO'S
CONTROVERSAL PHRASE--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
“Every man, every woman is, and remains free in law irrespective of their origins beliefs, skin color, name and surname. La France is a
citizen of ideal that goes beyond all particularism which is found in a common ideal which is that of the Republic. In fact this ideal, it is
not enough to proclaim it but to do live every moment. And, I like to think as many of you here on these benches that "I do not accept
and we must accept" slippage made, when in debates public. They pull us down and fractures society when we are asked to height.
Today there is in our country, a fearsome race of the escalation of the extreme right.
Those who encourage division, which stigmatised, that "some are more French than others" and talk about race, skin color, which
prioritise and fragmentation, did not understand what is about the French nation. And all of those, have forgotten the message of the
French people on the 11th January. I remain faithful to the message of January 11, and faithful to the message of January 13 by the
National Assembly because it is a requirement of the message that the French have given us at this time to, to be able to live up the
situation.“�----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Myself - because I love my country as you - I will never tolerate such excesses. Dear honorable member (Addressing MP Mrs Ericka
Bareigts), I know all the emotion that arouses at "La Reunion" island (French West Indies) and this reaction you had, following the
remarks outrageous (By Nadine Morano) and I welcome the decisions to be taken in respect of that person whom pronounced these
intolerable words; because dear MPs of the opposition, we could have, debated together on the subject of, "What this is unacceptable
from hate's party, rejection, whose leaders and elected, still today continue to use racist and antisemitic terms."Manuel Valls
said------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The Prime Minister concludes with this sentence bragged as a maxim in reference to "Marianne", French symbol of the Republic (A
bust statue of "Marianne" is present in all municipalities of France) symbolising the French Republic, Metropole and Territories french
Overseas.“� MARIANNE HAS NO RACE AND HAS NO COLOR, and now dear honorable Member, you have incarnate Marianne,
today. (Addressing Ericka Bareigts).“� Said proudly French Prime Minister, Manuel Valls by addressing Ericka Bareigts at the end of



speech while being acclaimed. Source: At the national assembly for questions to the government on September 30. 
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